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Forward-looking statements 
This presentation contains forward-looking statements, including statements regarding: trends in commodity prices and currency exchange rates; demand for commodities; plans, strategies and objectives of management; 
closure or divestment of certain operations or facilities (including associated costs); anticipated production or construction commencement dates; capital costs and scheduling; operating costs and shortages of materials 
and skilled employees; anticipated productive lives of projects, mines and facilities; provisions and contingent liabilities; tax and regulatory developments. 
Forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of terminology such as ‘intend’, ‘aim’, ‘project’, ‘anticipate’, ‘estimate’, ‘plan’, ‘believe’, ‘expect’, ‘may’, ‘should’, ‘will’, ‘continue’, ‘annualised’ or similar words. These 
statements discuss future expectations concerning the results of operations or financial condition, or provide other forward-looking statements. 
These forward-looking statements are not guarantees or predictions of future performance, and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of which are beyond our control, and which may 
cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed in the statements contained in this presentation. Readers are cautioned not to put undue reliance on forward-looking statements. 
For example, future revenues from our operations, projects or mines described in this presentation will be based, in part, upon the market price of the minerals, metals or petroleum produced, which may vary significantly 
from current levels. These variations, if materially adverse, may affect the timing or the feasibility of the development of a particular project, the expansion of certain facilities or mines, or the continuation of existing 
operations. 
Other factors that may affect the actual construction or production commencement dates, costs or production output and anticipated lives of operations, mines or facilities include our ability to profitably produce and 
transport the minerals, petroleum and/or metals extracted to applicable markets; the impact of foreign currency exchange rates on the market prices of the minerals, petroleum or metals we produce; activities of 
government authorities in some of the countries where we are exploring or developing these projects, facilities or mines, including increases in taxes, changes in environmental and other regulations and political 
uncertainty; labour unrest; and other factors identified in the risk factors discussed in BHP Billiton’s filings with the US Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) (including in Annual Reports on Form 20-F) which 
are available on the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov. 
Except as required by applicable regulations or by law, the Group does not undertake any obligation to publicly update or review any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information or future events. 
Past performance cannot be relied on as a guide to future performance. 

Non-IFRS financial information 
BHP Billiton results are reported under International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) including Underlying EBIT and Underlying EBITDA which are used to measure segment performance. This release may also 
include certain non-IFRS measures including Adjusted effective tax rate, Free cash flow, Gearing ratio, Net debt, Net operating assets, Underlying attributable profit, Underlying basic (loss)/earnings per share, Underlying 
EBIT margin and Underlying EBITDA margin. These measures are used internally by management to assess the performance of our business, make decisions on the allocation of our resources and assess operational 
management. Non-IFRS measures have not been subject to audit or review and should not be considered as an indication of or alternative to an IFRS measure of profitability, financial performance or liquidity. 

No offer of securities 
Nothing in this presentation should be construed as either an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell BHP Billiton securities in any jurisdiction, or be treated or relied upon as a recommendation or advice by 
BHP Billiton. 

Reliance on third party information 
The views expressed in this presentation contain information that has been derived from publicly available sources that have not been independently verified. No representation or warranty is made as to the accuracy, 
completeness or reliability of the information. This presentation should not be relied upon as a recommendation or forecast by BHP Billiton. 
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Competent Person Statement 
*Mt Keith Mineral Resources are reported for the year ended June 30 2016 in the 2016 BHP Billiton Annual Report which can be found at www.bhpbilliton.com, and are estimated by Marcel Menicheli (MAusIMM). M 
Menicheli is a full time employee of BHP Billiton, has sufficient experience that is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he is undertaking to qualify as a 
Competent Person as defined in the 2012 Edition of the ‘Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves’. M Menicheli consented to the inclusion in the Annual Report of the 
matters based on his information in the form and context in which it appeared. The company confirms that it is not aware of any new information or data that materially affects the information included in the original market 
announcements and, that all material assumptions and technical parameters underpinning the Mineral Resource estimates in the relevant market announcements continue to apply and have not materially changed. The 
company confirms that the form and context in which the Competent Persons’ findings are presented have not been materially modified from the original market announcements.All tonnes and grade information has been 
rounded, hence small differences may be present in the totals. Total tonnes of nickel  is estimated multiplying the total resource tonnes converted to kilotonnes (kt) by the Ni grade (%Ni) before rounding  of tonnes and 
grades for reporting. All of the Mineral Resources information is inclusive of Mineral Resources that have been converted to Ore Reserves.

**Yakabindie Ore Reserves have been estimated at a cut-off grade of 0.35% nickel as well as 0.15% sulphur. The Project is not material for the BHP Billiton Group. Ore Reserves have been estimated by Deependra 
Bhardwaj (MAusIMM). D Bhardwaj is a full time employee of BHP Billiton, has sufficient experience that is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he is 
undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012 Edition of the ‘Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves’. D Bhardwaj consents to the inclusion in 
this presentation of the matters based on his information in the form and context in which it appears.  This presentation is based on, and fairly and accurately represents, information and supporting documentation relating 
to Ore Reserves estimates prepared by D Bhardwaj.  
Key underlying assumptions underpinned by the Yakabindie Pre-Feasibility Study (PFS) and subsequent optimisation work includes following:
1. Development of Yakabindie pits (Six Mile Well and Goliath) as satellite operations to Mt. Keith supplying ore to process at Mt Keith concentrator. Mt Keith is an existing mining operation and hosts an open pit mine, a 

mineral processing plant (11 Mtpa nominal capacity), tailings and waste rock storage facilities and supporting infrastructure including a gas turbine power station, an accommodation village and an airport.
2. The cut-off grade used for Ore Reserves estimation is driven by nickel prices, exchange rates, metallurgical recovery, costs estimates and economic parameters.
3. Open pit mining method using similar size equipment as Mt Keith (700t Shovel and 240t Class trucks) commencing operation in FY2021. Similar operating performance as Mt Keith is used for estimation of Ore 

Reserves.
4. Overall mining recovery is approximately 95% and spatially applied to the ore bodies.
5. Ore transport to Mt Keith using road train through a dedicated transport corridor between Yakabindie and Mt Keith.
6. Nickel West commissioned the Talc Redesign Project (TRP) to treat high talcose ore in 2011 and has demonstrated the ability to achieve similar nickel recoveries over a range of talc contents in the feed. This has 

enabled the talc ore from Yakabindie deposits to be treated at Mt Keith Concentrator. Overall metallurgical recovery is 63% which is a result of various metallurgical models.
7. No additional deleterious elements are identified in the Ore and existing mitigation strategies at Mt Keith are adopted.
8. Mill throughput is based on algorithms developed using mineralogy and head grade and subsequently calibrated against the actual Mt Keith mill performance on similar ore types.
9. Ore Reserve estimates are prepared based upon all study work completed until June 2016. This work has been independently reviewed by AMC Consultants.
10. Ore Reserves are estimated at Mine Gate.
11. Nickel West holds the required mining tenure.
12. Process for outstanding regulatory approvals to commence mining is scheduled to commence in FY2017 and Nickel West has reasonable expectations that approvals will be granted prior to commencing operations in 

FY2021.
13. The basis of Ore Reserves estimation does not include a requirement for Jones Creek diversion.
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We are a fully integrated 
mine-to-market nickel 
business, with all our 
operations – mines, 
concentrators, a smelter and 
a refinery – located in 
Western Australia. 



Safety and sustainable operations above all else
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Reduction sun deck Kwinana Leinster filter building

Before

After

Steelwork support Kwinana



Market outlook remains challenging
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Nickel (US$/lb)Nickel historical prices
($/lb real Jan 2016)

Russian default
US$2.9/lb 

GFC
US$6.7/lb 

Black Monday
US$3.7/lb 

Note: FY2017 YTD prices are as of 30 September 2016; Conversions were based on real exchange rate estimations resulting from applying inflation differentials to 
nominal exchange rate.

Source: LME, Reuters



In many ways, this is the business that 
has led the charge on making things more 
efficient, despite a very difficult market.
Andrew Mackenzie, BHP Billiton CEO
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Mt Keith remains a rich source of opportunity

N
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Ore Type Measured Resources Indicated Resources Inferred Resources Total Resources

Million Tonnes Ni% Million Tonnes Ni% Million Tonnes Ni% Million Tonnes Ni%

Disseminated 
sulphide 153 0.55 106 0.48 35 0.48 294 0.52

Mt Keith Mineral Resources * as at 30 June 2016 in 100% terms reported in accordance with the JORC Code

N

Measured
Indicated
Inferred

*refer to disclaimer slide 3

N



Mt Keith satellite secures future opportunities
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Ore Type Proved Ore Reserves Probable Ore Reserves Total Ore Reserves

Million of Dry Metric 
Tonnes

Nickel Grade 
(%)

Million of Dry Metric 
Tonnes

Nickel Grade 
(%)

Million of Dry Metric 
Tonnes

Nickel Grade 
(%)

Open Cut (OC) 57 0.60 39 0.62 96 0.61

Yakabindie Ore Reserves** in 100% terms reported in accordance with the JORC Code

**Yakabindie Ore Reserves refer to disclaimer slide 3

Six Mile Well Goliath

Proved Ore Reserve 

Probable Ore Reserve

Measured Resource

Indicated Resource

Inferred Resource

NN



Our journey to Venus is on track
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Source: BHP Billiton 
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As we unlock further potential at Leinster
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Source: BHP Billiton 
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Innovation improving refinery front-end to 77ktpa
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Milling Leaching
Oxydrolysis and 

ReductionCopper BoilS/L Separation

Capacity >80kt

Finer grind and improved 
control

Equipment redundancy

Improved kinetics 
due to finer grind

Leach cooling 
system upgrades in progress

Increased iron removal 
capacity 

Thickener torques and 
filtration losses minimised

Redundant thickeners       
utilised for ullage

Minor pumping upgrades in 
progress

Eighth autoclave ordered



Future technologies are growing rapidly
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Source: Global Trends in New Energy Investment 2016 – Bloomberg New Energy Finance 
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NCA and NCM lithium ion batteries are front-runners for 
these applications
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Source: Avicenne Energy 2016
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How does nickel get used in a lithium ion battery
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Nickel dissolved in 
sulphuric acid

Solvent extraction Mixing, calcination 
and heat treatment

Nickel sulphate Nickel and cobalt sulphate Battery cathode precursors



We are reimagining the future
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• We continue to invest in the business.

• We continue to apply new thinking to unlock resource potential.

• We are looking at developing a 2038 life of asset plan.

• We are reshaping our business, we are reimagining our future.




